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Field Specialists succesfully pass GRP exam
Damman, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, November 2010 - Recently, DNV carried out the second
pilot exam for GRP Field Specialists in the Middele East; a personnel certification scheme,
developed by DNV to ensure quality and safety of GRP joints. These joints, made by bonders,
laminators and jointers, are critical elements in GRP pipe installations. Future Pipe Industries
Group in Damman (FPI), in conjunction with the end-user Saudi Aramco, invited DNV to
perform the test.
General Manager of FPI KSA Riad El Ferkh: ,,Our experience has shown that poor installation
is one of the major reasons of failures in fiberglass pipe systems. Since FPI is the global leader
in

the

large-

diameter

fiberglass

pipe

industry, we need to ensure that our reliable
and high performance systems are handled
by well- educated and experienced men.
All efforts related to product qualification
and pipe system design will serve no purpose
if the pipe system is incorrectly installed.
Therefore, we strongly believe in extensive
training and certification for contractor
personnel
achieving

as

an essential

high

quality

step
installed

toward
pipe

systems.’’
Saudi Aramco
Since 2008, end-user Aramco Overseas Co. has been a member of the world-class
committee that sets the qualification standards for composite pipefitters, supervisors and
inspectors. By participating in this committee, Saudi Aramco will be involved in the ongoing
process of updating standards and competencies. Dr. Mauyed S. Mehdi, Aramco Overseas
Non-metallic and Protective Coating Supervisor: ,,We are establishing a reliable mechanism
to ensure high levels of training, and a means to verify the skills and knowledge of the
personnel working for Saudi Aramco contractors.’’

For further information, please contact DNV Personnel Certification:
Mr. Aart den Boer, +31 10 2922814, aart.den.boer@dnv.com
DNV: www.dnv.nl/focus/EN_Vakbekwaamheid_English/GRP.asp
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,,By our direct involvement, we can positively influence transparency, minimize risk and
increase the competency level of pipefitters and their superiors. The certification program
will help minimize incidents caused by poor workmanship.’’
Personnel Certification
During the exam, four FPI bonders were
tested by means of a 60 questions exam
on

fiberglass

storage,
varying

materials,

installation
conditions.

handling

procedures
This

practical

and
and
test

involved the assembly of an adhesivebonded joint, as well as an API 5B
threaded joint. Upon assembly, the joints
were

pressurized

over

1

hour

to

demonstrate the quality of the assembly
process. The four bonders that underwent
the examination proved to be trained and
skilled professionals. The audit provided
them with the tools to improve even more
in the future. They now belong to the DNVCertified GRP Pipe Field Specialists.
Knowledge and know-how
DNV auditor Aart den Boer and examiner Jan Steen underline the importance of
independent testing: ,,Our thorough audits prove the need for education and training. The
environmental conditions in the area are extreme: high temperatures (48° C/ 118° F.) during
the day, low temperatures and even frost at night and a high humidity up to 85%.
Independent assessments make personnel aware of the importance of their work.’’
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The DNV auditors are convinced
that the industry and applications
for GRP are still growing, based on
quality improvements. During the
DNV

assessments,

all

parties

involved discovered, beside the
need for approved (certified) GRP
pipes,

the

need

for

pre-tested

approved joint constructions and
joint assembly-procedures.
Don’t go for the lucky ones
Aart den Boer: ,,The whole GRP industry will benefit from a quality based structure and
attitude. Quality has to be defined in all aspects. Since corrections may not always be
possible afterwards, circumstances need to be controlled to achieve the maximum quality
level. It is our mission to ensure that it is not ‘the lucky one’ that succeeds, but that maximum
quality is the common standard. DNV, as an independent certification institute wants to
contribute to the higher quality level, that can only be achieved through a united effort.’’
All stakeholders in the global DNV Certification
Committee and Exam Committee GRP Pipe Field
Specialists have contributed their know-how to
develop a global DNV certification scheme for
fiberglass

pipe

installations.

In

line

with

this

commitment, Future Pipe Industries continues to
work closely (together) with a number of end-users
and other involved entities.
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